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Capo 4!

Intro: F,.-  C Bbadd9 F,.- C
F,.-
It s getting hard to see the road
C                     Cadd9aa
Rain drowning out the radioe-
F,.-
One wiper doing double time
C            Bbadd9
Coffee cold, gas is low
F,.-
These miles keep getting me nowhere
C                             Bbadd9
She s there no matter where I go
                    C
And the night keeps coming on
Bbadd9               C
And the night keeps coming on

F,.-                   C
Sometimes you gotta pull the car over
       Bbadd9
To the side of the highway
      C                        F,.-
Break down, kill the motor and cry
                    C
Sometimes you gotta try to keep living
        Bbadd9
Put the key in the ignition
C                   Bbadd9     F,.-  C Bbadd9 F,.- C
And start your life over again

F,.-
Thousand wheels flying by
C                Bbadd9
Heading down the interstate
F,.- 
Everybody s got a place to go
C           Bbadd9
All I do is sit and wait
F,.-
For some kind of resurrection
C                                Bbadd9
From a love that feels more like hate



                       C
And you can t get back what s gone
Bbadd9                 C
No you can t get back what s gone

F,.-                   C
Sometimes you gotta pull the car over
       Bbadd9
To the side of the highway
      C                        F,.-
Break down, kill the motor and cry
                    C
Sometimes you gotta try to keep living
        Bbadd9
Put the key in the ignition
C                   Bbadd9     F,.-  C Bbadd9 F,.- C
And start your life over again

Bbadd9                    C
Cause you can t get back what s gone
Bbadd9                 C
No you can t get back what s gone

F,.-                   C
Sometimes you gotta pull the car over
       Bbadd9
To the side of the highway
      C                        F,.-
Break down, kill the motor and cry
                    C
Sometimes you gotta try to keep living
        Bbadd9
Put the key in the ignition
C                   Bbadd9     F,.- 
And start your life over again
                    C
Sometimes you gotta try to keep living
        Bbadd9
Put the key in the ignition
                          Bbadd9
Put the key in the ignition 
C                   Bbadd9     F,.-  C Bbadd9 F,.- C
And start your life over again 


